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ANNEX I 

ANNEX II 

MINISTRY PAPER NO. bt'J 
A PROPOSAL THAT JAMAICA SHOULD BECOME A MEMBER OF 

THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES 

On the 4th of June 1969 9 I informed the House that I had that 

day instructed Jamaica's Ambassador to the United States to write to 

the Secretary-General of the Organization of American States informing 

him that Jamaica desired to become a member of that Organization. The 

letter was sent forward on the 6th of June . 

I also promised that as soon as Jamaica's membership had been 

determined I would lay before the House papers in this matter. 

On the 18th of June~ the Council of the Organization met to 

consider Jamaica's letter, and on the 25th of June the Council decided, 

with twenty members voting in favour, one against and one abstaining, 

that the Secretary-General should be authorised to open the Charter of 

the Organization to Jamaica for signature and ratification. 

On the 27th of June~ the Charter of the Organization was 

signed by Jamaica's Ambassador in Washington on behalf of the Government 

of Jamaica. 

In keeping with my promise, I now have the honour to lay this 

Paper and its Annexures before Parliament. 

The first part of the Paper gives a brief description of the 

OAS and the purposes of the Inter-American system 9 draws attention to 

significant provisions in the Charter and other major instruments and 

treaties, and identifies the obligations of membership in the Organiza-

tion. 

Part II is devoted to the Inter-American Bank and the 

Alliance for Progress which, although not integral parts of the 

Organization, have an important bearing on our decision to enter it. 

Part III of the Paper deals with the considerations which 

determined the decision of policy that Jamaica should become a member 

of the Organization. 

Part IV touches upon administrative and financial matters. 
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The Obligations of Membership 

The other formal statement in our letter of June 6th was 

t.he .de.e.l.ara-t.io-n.-that- Jamaica- was willing to acc-ept--aJ..l. .. the . ob~igatio-n.& 

inherent in memhership in the Organization. Under the Charter the 

following are the main obligations we will be bound to fulfil when we 

have joined:-

We will have the duty to respect the rights enjoyed 
by every other state in accordance with international 
law (Article 10 of the Charter) 

We will be obliged to respect the rights of the 
individual and the principles of universal morality in 
freely and naturally developing our cultural, political 
and economic life (Article 16) 

In our international relations we will bind ourselves 
not to have recourse to the use of force except in the 
case of self defence in accordance with existing 
treaties (Article 21) 

We will be bound to submit any international dispute 
that may arise betwe en ourselves and another American 
state to the peaceful procedures set forth in the 
Charter, before proceeding to refer such dispute to 
the Security Council of the U.N. (Article 23). This 
obligation is further elaborated in a succeeding para
graph of this paper. 

When another member state is threatened by an armed 
attack or other act of aggression or in certain 
other circumstances we will be obliged to apply 
certain measures and procedures established in a 
special treaty on collective security. This obliga
tion arises as a measure of mutual assistance in the 
collective security provisions of the system (Articles 
27 and 28). These provisions are explained more 
fully in the relevant section of this paper. 

When meetings of consultation of Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs are held to consider provisions of ~n urgent 
nature and of common interest to the American states, 
Jamaica will have to be represented (Article 62). 

It will be noted that most of these obligations are 
reciprocal; and that wherever an obligation exists 
on our part to ward other members every other member 
state will have an equal obligation towards Jamaica. 

/At the 
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At the same time the re are rights of membership as well as obliga-

tions. As for those rights which derive from the Charter it is 

unnecessary to describe them here in detail. Part II of this paper 

h.oweve r 

do not 

and to 

drav1s 

derive 

members 

attention to certain privileges of membership which 

from the Charter but yot are available to members 

only of the OAS. 

Collective Security (The Inter-American 
Treatl of Reci£rocal Assistance, 1947) 

Central to the whole Inter-American system are the arrange-

ments the members hawe concluded between themselves for collective 

action to protect their national security. Indeed the provisions 

to this end are of longer standing than the Charter itself. 

Two Articles in the Charter deal with collective security. 

They are Articles 27 and 28. 

• 

11 Every act of aggression by a State against the 
territorial integrity or the inviolability of the terri
tory or against the sovereignty or political indep -~denc e 
of an American State shall be considered an act of aggres
sion against the other American States." 

Article 28 

n If the inviolability or the integrity of the terri-
tory or the sovereignty or political independence 
of any American State should be affected by an armed 
attack or by an act of aggression that is not an ~rmed 

attack, or by an extra-continental conflict, or by a 
conflict between two or more American States, or by any 
other fact or situation that mig~endang~ the peace 
of America, the American States, in furtherance of the 
principles of continen tal solidarity or collective self 
defence, shall apply tha measures and procedures established 
in the special treaties on the subject.n 

The Special Treaty onfue subject referred to above is the 

Inter-Ame rican Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance popularly known as 

the Rio Treaty. All of its provisions are important. Attention 

is expressly invited, however, to Articles 2, 6, 8 and 20 of this 

Tre aty. Attention is invited in particular to the arrangements 

for mee tings of the "Organ of Consultation 11 ,and also to the pro-

vision in Article 20 to the effect tha t decisions which require 

the application of measures agreed on by the Organ of Consultation 

shall be binding upon all the signatory States. However no State -------··- .. -----
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shall be required to use armed force without its own consent. 

The Urgan of Consultation has met many times since the 

Treaty came into force. A number of these Meetings were concerned 

with Cuba. At the Eighth Meeting of Consultation the members decided 

that Cuba should be suspended from the Inter-American system because 

it had declared itself a communist country. At the Ninth Meeting of 

Consultation, called in response to a complaint by Venezuela that 

Cuba had aided subversion within its territory by supplying arms to 

local rebels, the members decided that all should break off diplomatic 

and consular relations with Cuba. With certain humanitarian 

exceptions the rupture of economic and trade relations was also 

authorized. It is common knowledge that the Government of Mexico 

has declined to comply with the decision of the Ninth Meeting of 

Consultation which called for the rupture of diplomatic and consular 

relations with Cuba. 

The Council of the Organization of American States has 

been informed on behalfof the Government of Jamaica that Jamaica 

intends to sign and to ratify the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal 

Assistance. 

Pacific Settlement of Disputes (The Pact of Bogota, 1948) 

Chapter V of the Charter (Articles 23-26) deals with the 

peaceful settlement of disputes. 

It should be noted (Article 23) that American States are 

required to submit all international disputes arising between them 

to the internal procedures for peaceful settlement set forth in the 

Charter, before such disputes are referred to the Security Council of 

the United Nations. 

Article 26 mentions also a special treaty which "will 

establish" adequate procedures for the pacific settlement of disputes 

and "will determine" the appropriate means for their application, so 

that no dispute between Ame rican States shall fail of definitive 

settlement within a reasonable period. 

I ... 
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The special treaty referred to is the Pact of Bogota of 1948, 

a copy of which is attached to this Paper . It comes into effect for 

any member state only on the deposit of an instrument of ratification. 

The majority of members of the OAS have deposited their instruments. 

Some have done so with reservations. Jamaica proposes to ratify. 

Economic Integration 

One aspect of the broad economic objectives which the 

Organization of American States has set for itself deserves particular 

attention. In this connection reference should be made to Articles 

37-42 of the Charter particularly to Article 4o. From the beginning 

of this decade, and earlier, the member states of the Organization 

have come to see the economic integration of the Latin American 

Continent as the end of the individual and collective developm ent 

programmes on which they are embarked. A fundamental purpose for 

which the Inter-American Development Bank was founded in 1959 is the 

promotion of this integration, and regional studies and plans for 

closer association are going forward. To all appearances the most 

promising route to the actual integration of the continent is through 

a series of smaller regional integration efforts. The aim is indeed 

long-term and its fulfilment a long way off. At the present time all 

that exists is the framework of a free trade area for the continent 

(LAFTA), and two regional systems of closer association, the Central 

American Common Market which is in fact well advanced , and the 

recently negotiated system of the Andean States. 

In the area of trade and tariffs the Latin American States 

are discussing on the one hand the possibility of a preferential 

arrangement with the United States of America, and on the other a 

system of generalised preferences in the markets of all advanced 

countries to be enjoyed by all developing countries including them

selves. 

Now it is a fact that Jamaica and the other Commonwealth 

Territories of the Caribbean have well established ec onomic ties 

/ ... 
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with the Commonwealth. Under the Commonwealth Preferential System 

we extend and enjoy preferential tariffs over a range of commodities. 

Most important, howeve r, are the Inter-Governmental arrangements under 

which Jamaica's sugar, bananas and citrus are marketed in Britain and 

in Canada. These are absolutely vital to Jamaica's economy. 

Careful enquiries confirm that entry into the Organization 

of American States will ha ve no present effect on J amaica's economic 

relations with Britain and the rest of the Commonwealth. 

Part II. The Inter-American Development 
Bank and the Alliance for Progress 

(a) Inter-American Development Bank (I.D.B.) 

The Bank and the Alliance are not institutions of the 

OAS, but their facilities are available only to members of that 

Organization. 

The Inter-American Development Bank is an international 

institution whose principal function is to contribute to the economic 

development of its member countries, individually and collectively. 

The Bank came into lega l existence on 30th Dec ember 1959, and com-

menced operations on the lst October 1960. It has its Headquarters 

in washington. 

Bank policies are determined by a Board of Governors, 

usually the finance or economic ministers in its member countries? 

who meet once a year. It is managed by a Board of seven resident 

Directors, six elected from Latin America and one appeinted by the 

United States, who meet once or twice a week. For the election of 

the six Directors the member countries combine in greups. The United 

States controls about 42% of the stock of the Bank and the other 

countries 58%. 

Re8ources 

The Bank's articles of agreement are similar to those 

of IBRD. 

I . ... 
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Its total resources consist of:-

i) its ordinary capital; 

ii) money raised by borrowing and profits on loan and 
guarantee operations; 

iii) a fund for special operations (FSO); and 

iv) trust funds, i . e . money administered in trust for 
certain governments. 

i) Its ordinary captial is divided into a "pa id-in" portion 

and a "callable" portion. The former corresponds to the ordinary 

equity of any company; the callable capital is subject to call, however, 

only when required to meet bank obligations created by previous 

borrowing . This callable capital therefore guarantees that funds will 

always be available for the repayment of the Bank's indebtedness; it 

is not a direct source of lending . As the Bank's authorised debt 

increases, the mangement makes additional ~ssues of callab le capital. 

The calla ble portion of the capital, including the call which is due 

in 1970 is $2.675 billion. 

The authorised capital of the IDB now stands at 3.15 billion 

dollars (U.S . currency) of which 475 million dollars represents the 

paid-in portion. Of this latter sum, 
d,ollars 

385 millio£/is already sub-

scribed and about 90 million doll ars is available for subscription in-

eluding subscriptions by new members. Of the member's paid-in capital, 

50% must be subscribed in dollars or in gold and the remaining 50% in 

the member's local currency. 

ii) Borrowing . The Bank raises money in the capital markets 

of the world by issuing its own bonds and securities. At the end of 

December 1968, the Bank had raised 632 million dollars (cumulative 

net borrowing) in this manner. 

iii) The Fund for Special Operations. All members subscribe 

in agreed proportions to the FSO, the quota of the U.S . A. being of 

course the largest. The Fund was established in 1959 with the modest 

sum of $150 million . Since then, however, it has been repeatedly 

increased until it stood by the end of 1968 at the Tery large sum of 

$1,920 million . By the end of 1969 it will stand a t $2.3£1· million . 

/ .... 
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The developing members of the Inter-American system now look almost 

exclusively to this Fund for soft loan funds to finance their pro-

grammes of social infrastructure. 

iv) Trust funds. The l a rgest of the trust funds is the 

Social Progress Trust Fund, made available to the Bank by the United 

States Gbvernment for long term soft loans to other member countries. 

The original fund wa s 525 million dollars. Britain, Germany, Canada 

and other countries ha ve also entrusted funds to fue Bank for relending, 

under their directions, to Latin countries. 

The amount and purpose of Bank lending. The schedule below 

shows the distribution of Bank loans up to the end of December 1968 

ac cording to purpose or fields of activity . 

Distribution of Loans by the Bank 

(in millions of dollars) 

Purpose 

Agriculture 

Industry and Mining 

Water Supply and Sewerage Systems 

Electric Power 

Transportation and Communications 

Housing 

Education 

Preinvestments 

Export Financing 

Period 1961-68 

$ 632.7 

541.4 

420.9 

352.6 

333.2 

311.8 

110.5 

61.2 

33.6 

$2,797·9 

% 

22.6 

19.4 

15.0 

12.6 

11.? 

11.1 

4.0 

2.2 

1.2 

100% 

a) Loans from ordinary capital resources. Loans are ma de 

from the Banks ~rdinary capital and its borrowed money on conditions 

as to interest rate, period, and t e rms of repayment similar to those 

granted by other financial institutions for normal credit ope rations. 

During 1968 the Bank's average intere st rate on such loans was 7~%, 

and the period of repayment varied from 8 to 20 yea~s. 

b) Loans from the Pund for Special Operations. The agree -

ment under which the FSO was established requires that its resources 

shall always be a dministered separately from the ordinary capital of 

I . ... 
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the Bank. Loans from this fund are made on more flexible terms and 

conditions than from the ordinary capital resources. Interest rates 

are lower, varying between 2~% and 4% per annum, and the terms of 

repayment are reason:J. ble, repayment extending in cases up to 30 years. 

Lending policy: Loans are extended to governments, to any 

of their political sub-divisions or autonomous agencies, 

and to private enterprises. A member country has a veto on any loan 

request for a project located within its boundaries. 

The IDE will lend only a portion of the total cost of the 

project. In industrial projects financed to date, this has seldom 

exceeded 50 percent and often has been less than this. The working 

rule is that the borrower should put up a significant part of the 

cost himself, either in equity capital or locally borrowed funds. 

In oonsidering a request for a loan, the IDE satisfies 

itself that the borrower cannot obtain financing from private sources 

on terms which, in its opinion, are reasonable for the borrower. 

In appropriate circumstances the IDE may make a moderate 

part of the total loan available for financing of local currency 

costs. 

The IDE may or may not require the guarantee of the govern-

ment or central bank of the country concerned. In the case of private 

borrowers, the guarantee is generally provided by an apprepriate bank 

(this is preferred by the IDE), a parent company, or by normal com
the 

mercial security inLform of mortgages or liens on equipment. 

The IPB makes loans princip&lly for the acquisition or 

expansion of capital assets and, in some cases, for technical enter-

prises, for investment in eorporate shares, for balance of payments 

purposes, te finance budgetary deficits, for working capital, or to 

suppliers. Also, as a general rule, it does not make loans for re-

financing operations or for pr.,je cts to increase the supply of basic 

r:omme dities which are in oversupply in the world markets. 

For practical reasons, a minimum size is usually fixe t for 

loans which the Bank will make direct. Credit needs below this set 

I ... 
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level are met by the Bank through lines of credit which it extends to 

national or private development banks in the member countries. 

In making its project loans, the IDB insists that the 

bor r ower seek competitive bids from potential suppliers, that engineer-

ing plans and specification plans be drawn up by firms independent of 

the supplier, and, if appropriate, that independent consulting engineers 

be retained by the borrower. 

The IDB makes loans only after a loan report has been 

prepare~ by its staff, reviewed by the management, and approved by the 

Board. 

The special value of the IDB as a source of development funds: 

The IDB is a potential source of funds at economic rates of 

interest and on terms of repayment better than any other financial 

institution which is available to Jamaica. Development funds are 

available to some countries through the World Bank's soft loan window 

(the Interlil.ational Development Association) on terms which are approx-

imately as reasonable , and which make it possible for the countries 

to finance works of social infrastructure which have a negligible 

direct income-generating capacity. Unfortunately the IDA as a source 

e f funds is closed to Jamaica, for, under the criteria which the World 

Bank has established for determining eligibility Jamaica is regarded 

as too highly developed to qualify. 

It will be of particular value therefore to Jamaica to be 

able to gain access to the funds of the Inter-American Devel • pment 

Bank particularly the FSO. Membership in the IDB is restricted by 

the agreement establishing the Bank exclusively to members of the OAS. 

The Government proposes that Jamaica should become a member 

of the IDB as soon as Jamaica has qualified to do so by ratifying the 

Charter of the OAS. 

Applications for Membership: Section ll of the Bylaws of 

the IDB governs applications for membership in the Bank. The Board of 

Executive Directors makoo recommendations to the Board of Governors con-

cerning: 

I . ... 
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(i) the number of shares of capital stock the 
country shall subscribe; 

(ii) its contribution to the Fund for Special 
Operations; 

(iii) any other condition which, in the opinion 
of the Board of Directors, the Boa rd of 
Governors sh•uld stipulate. 

Cost of Jamaica's Membership: Our preliminary enquires 

suggest that the following would be Jamaica's contribution to the 

Ordinary Capital of the Bank and to the Fund for Special Operations. 

Jamaica would be allotted 1,527 shares of capital stock 

having a par value of $10,000 (U.S.) per share, divided into 276 paid-

in and 1,251 callable. 

$ 

Ordinary Capital 

2,760,000 

12,518,00tt 

$15,270,000 

Paid-in capital, half payable in U.S. 
dollars or gold, half payalle in local 
currency or non-interest bearing notes, 
the whole can be paid in 5 annual in
stalments 

callable capital 

Total Ordina ry Capital subscription 

Fund for Special Operations 

$ 414;ooo contribution payable in u.s ·. dollars 
or gold 

5,745,ooe contribution payable in local currency 
or non-interest bearing notes 

$ 6,159,0~~ Total F.S.O. contribution (payable in 
5 annual instalments) 

For each of the first five years of membership Jamaica's 

financial contribution would be: 

Ordinary Capital U.S.$ 27e,OOO 
F.s.o. U.S.$ 82,800 358,800 payable in u.s.$ 
Ordinary Capital u.s.$ 276,oo• 
F.s.o. u.s.$ 1,149,0wo 1,425,000 payable in £J 

$1,783,800 

Callaale Capital: The amount of $12,510,00w mentioned above 

represents J amaica 's su~scription to all previous calls of callable 

capital . The next triennial increa se in callable capital is due in 

1970. 

I ... 
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The first formal step taken by Jamaica towards entry into the 

Organization of American States (OAS) was the issue of the letter of 

the 6th of June, addressed to the Secretary-General. The second step 

was the signature of the Charter on the 27th of June. The final step, 

on the completion of which Jamaica will become the twenty-fourth member 

of the Organization, is the deposit. of the Instrument of Ratification 

of the Charter. 

By signing the Charter of the OAS, Jamaica has merely indica-

ted its agreement to its principles and objectives. In order that 

Jamaica might become a party to the Treaty or a member of the OAS, it 

is necessary to follow up the signature of the Charter with an Instru-

ment of Ratification. It is by the deposit of the Instrument of 

Ratification that Jamaica will indicate its consent to be bound by the 

Treaty and will in fact and law be so bound. 

The Government proposes to deposit that Instrument after the 

policy involved has been adequately ventilated in Parliament. 

PART I: The Organization of American States 
and the Inter-American System 

Since the Government proposes that Jamaica should become a 

member of the Organization of American States, it is appropriate to 

describe briefly the Organization and the Inter-American system. 

In its origins the Pan American Union, as the Organization 

was known for most of its existence? is a political association amongst 

the newly independent states of the new world, created to strengthen 

their independence from their former imperial over-lords, to express 

solidarity in international affairs, and to establish a procedure 

grounded in law for the conduct of relations amongst themselves as 

sovereign States, especially a procedure for settling any disputes 

which may arise amongst them. It has evolved over nearly a century 

into a regional alliance, adding reciprocal assistance arrangements 

designed to protect each member's security and territorial integrity. 

By pooling resources it is now taking joint action to promote the 

/economic 
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ii) Potential availability of development money. It would 

be unwise to attempt to make estimates of the amount of funds which 

Jamaica might be able to obtain in any given period from the IDB. The 

amount will depend on a number of factors, including the state of pre

paredness of our development plan, the type of projects we select for 

finance from this bank, the quality of our project preparation and the 

sort of understanding we develop in Washington and locally with the Co

ordinating Committee of the Alliance for Progress and with the Bank 

Administration. 

(b) The Alliance for Progress: 

The Alliance for Progress is a joint commitment on the part of 

the countries of Latin America together with the United States of America 

to the development of Latin America . It is a commitment to a massive 

economic and social development programme intended to achieve a certain 

annual rate of economic growth over a ten-year period from 1961-1971. 

The financing of the programme required the equivalent of one hundred 

billion dollars of investment over that period, eighty billion from 

Latin American funds, and ten billion each from the United States Govern

ment and United States private resources. 

It is under the Alliance that the United States Government 

provides its budgetary contributions to the resources of the IDB and it 

is generally acknowledged that because of the Alliance Latin America has 

been a privileged allottee in the United States programme of foreign aid . 

All has not gone as well as was expected with the Alliance . 

The expected rate of growth has not been achieved and the Latins com

plain that undertakings by the United States of America in the area of 

tariffs and trade are not being faithfully kept. So the machinery of 

the Alliance is now under review. The Latin American states commenced 

their review at Vina del Mar, and the United States is doing the same 

through the medium of the Rockefeller visits. Both sides will continue 

the process in the Inter American Economic and Social Council and in 

special meetings arranged for the purpose. 

/Only 
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Only members of the OAS participate in the Alliance, so Jamaica 

has up to now been outside of it. 

PART III: The considerations which determined 
the decision of policy that Jamaica 
should become a member of the 
Organization of American States 

This decision of policy is one of the most important which 

the Government of Jamaica has faced since Independence. It was there-

fore necessary to give careful consideration over a number of yeqrs to 

the question of policy involved in membership including its political , 

economic, cultural and security implications. 

The Government first considered the general background against 

which the policy had to be examined, that is, the general inter-

national environment and the developments in world affairs including 

institutional developments in the post war period. 

We found that it is normal for independent states to cooperate 

with each other in the furtherance of common objectives. Since the 

second world war the prevailing pattern has been for states to enter 

into a formal association with their neighbours as a convenient and 

practical method of effecting this cooperation . Regional associations 

with political economic and military objectives were established in 

almost every continent - in Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Asia and 

in Africa . 

The British Commonwealth of Nations is the notable exception 

to this pattern of regional association. Jamaica remained in the 

Commonwealth on achieving independence because we share with its mem-

bers the same political traditions of parliamentary democracy, the same 

legal system, the same administrative procedures. But it has to be 

acknowledged that the Commonwealth as it has evolved is devoid of 

established procedures for the protection of any member's security or 

territorial integrity. 

Jamaica is by geography a part of the New World and, for this 

part of the world a regional association already exists, of very long 

/standing 
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standing, with established traditions and recognised by the United 

Nations Charter. Moreover, influential members of this regional asso-

ciation were repeatedly assuring us that they wished to see Jamaica 

enter the Organization, and that our adherence would strengthen their 

system. And the Organization proceeded to amend its basic instrument 

of 1948 in order to leave no doubt that it contemplated the admission of 

the States like Jamaica which had recently gained independence. 

Considering the political implications of membership the 

Government concluded that the essential purposes of the OAS were the 

same as our own. As expressed in the Charter (Article 2), these a ims 

are: 

(a) To strengthen the peace and security of the continent; 

(b) To prevent possible causes of difficulties and to 
ensure the pacific settlement of disputes that may 
arise among the Member States; 

(c) To provide for common action on the part of those 
States in the event of aggression; 

(d) To seek the solution of political, juridical, and 
economic problems that may arise among them; and 

( a) To promote, by cooperative action, their economic , 
social and cultural development. 

The Principles on which the Organization was founded also, 

(Article 3) were principles with which Jamaica could readily agree. 

The over-riding political considerations in favour of member-

ship were the following. In a world which lies under the shadow of 

atomic destruction, international disputes can no longer be settled by 

force; they must be resolved by peaceful procedures. The possibility 

of disputes with our neighbours in the Western Hemisphere exists. We 

are members of the United Nations, but the United Nations itself has 

tended .by practice to give regional organizations an opportunity to 

resolve international disputes within their region before it attempts to 

take act ion. By becoming a party to the Charter and the Pact of Bogota 

Jamaica would gain the benefit of an additional institutional procedure 

for settling any disputes with our neighbours. 

Moreover, it is a condition of international life that a 

sovereign state should concern itself with the disputes of its neighbours 

/more 
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more especially if such disputes potentia lly threaten intern~tional 

peace and security. Jamaica as a mature and sophisticated member of 

the internationa l community cannot es cape from these obliga tions. 

The paramount financia l a nd e conomic consideration in f a vour 

of membership is the fact that it confe rs the right of access to the 

funds of the Inter-Ame rican Development Bank a nd to the benefits of 

the Alliance for Progress. The IDB provides development funds on 

terms more advantageous and with a mo r e realistic concern for the social 

conditions in the country than is available from any other international 

financial institution. The Bank is a lso influential in channe lling 

private investment into member countries through joint ventures. By 

entry to the Organiza tion Jamaica can also derive some benefit from 

its economic and social programmoo, especia lly its programme of techni-

cal assistance. Governme nt is satisfied that membership is consistent 

with Jamaica's trading interest. 

In cultura l a ffa irs our isola tion from our neighbours wa s one 

of the more deplorable f eatures of the colonial condition. Latin 

America is a r egi on inhab it ed by hundreds of mill ions of people with 

the fastest rising r a t e of popula tion in the world. It is rich in 

cultural traditions going back to the time before Columbus. It has a 

distinctive architecture and a vigorous artistic and literary life . 

It is desirabl e that Jamaic a should put a n en d a s rapidly as possible 

to its cultural isola tion from Latin Ame rica . The OAS has a programme 

of its own in the fi e ld of cultura l coopera tion. 

In matters of security, memb e rship in the Organization which 

includes participation in the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal 

Assistance, would bring to J amaica th e right to the positive aid of 

other member states in meeting ex t e rna l aggression directed a gainst 

our t e rritory. 

Careful considera tion was a lso given to a numb e r of points 

which needed cla rification before a positive conclusion in respe ct of 

membership wa s rea che d. 

I For 
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For example, there was at one time some concern about the 

effectiveness of the OAS in protecting its members right to freedom 

from interference in their internal affairs. Would Jamaica by join-

ing, expose herself to active involvement in international crusades 

against particular political ideologies, interfering in the domestic 

affairs of other countries? Would Jamaica become actively involved in 

disputes arising between other members, and be unable to stand above 

the disputes? 

The Government has noted that popular opinion within the 

organization itself has been ch~nging; interventionsof the kind 

experienced in Guatemala in 1954, and the Dominican Republic in 1965 

are not likely to be repeated in view of the atmosphere of popular 

opinion. As for being involved in crusades against ideologies 

through interference in domestic affairs, we are confident of our 

ability to avoid this in keeping with our policy of ~ interfering, 

and of being determined to prevent others from interfering in our own 

domestic affairs. 

We believe also that we will be able to continue to take an 

independent attitude towards disputes between other members and by 

joining with the Organization be able to add our counsel towards the 

peaceful settlement of these disputes. 

The Government is satisfied that the considerations in 

favour of membership outweigh those against. 

PART IV: Administrative and Financial 
Matters 

(a) The General Secretariat, its privileges and 
immunities 

The Headquarters of the Organization has been established 

in Washington where the General Secretariat is located. The 

Secretary-General and senior members of his staff will visit Jamaica 

from time to time. Staff members will eventually be stationed in 

Jamaica for liaison with the Government, especially on matters of 

technical assistance. 

/fu 
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In keeping with established practice Jamaica will be asked 

to extend to the staff of the General Secretariat the usual privileges 

which the employees of international organizations enjoy within the 

territory of member States. A convention on the subject exists, 

which has been drawn up by the Organization and to which all member 

States are parties. Jamaica will take steps to accede to that conven-

tion in due course. 

(b) Diplomatic Representation 

Every member country is required to be represented by a 

permanent mission at the Headquarters of the Organization. The 

Permanent Council of the Organization and all its Committees will meet 

in Washington. So will the General Assembly. 

Most member States accredit as head of that mission and 

Representative on the Council of the OAS an Ambassador who is separate 

from the Ambassador to the United States. Five States, however, now 

accredit their Ambassador to the United Stat es as Ambassador to the 

OAS. For the present Jamaica proposes to do the same. The 

Washington mission to the OAS can be accommodated in the Chancery of 

our Embassy to the United States of America. 

The new mission in Washington will require diplomatic offi-

cers and clerical staff. The staff of the Ministry of External 

Affairs will also need a small OAS division to take care of the addi-

tional d•ties which will now fall to it. 

Jamaica will certainly find it necessary from now on to 

widen our diplomatic representation in the capitals of the American 

States, but this can be carried o~t gradually, as resources permit. 

(c) The cost of membership in the OAS 

These costs include: 

(1) Our contribution to the budget of the Organization 

(2) The cost of diplomatic representation 

(3) The cost of attending meetings of various organs 
and agencies, some of which are obligatory, and 

I (4) 
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·( 4) Contribution to the budgets of specialized 
organizations. 

Membership dues. The main mandatory requirement is the 

payment of Jamaica's quota toward the expenses of the Organization. 

The Organization's regular budget for the yea-r ending 30th June 1970, 

amounted to·· $20.8 millions (U.S.). 

National quotas toward the budget are borne in the same relative pro·-

portions as the memher's contribution to the budget of the United 

Nations, subject to the following provisos:-

(a) No nation shall pay more than 66% of the total; and 

(b) No nation shall pay a higher per capita quota than 
the largest contributor (the United States of Ame rica). 

On this basis Jamaica's estimated quota for the first year is in the 

region of £31,500 . 

(ii) Diplomatic Representation, A reserved vot e was approved 

in the current year's Budget for additions to the staff in Washington. 

(iii) The cost of attending meetings . Participation in Meetings 

of Consultation of Foreign Ministers of the Organization is obligatory, 

so is participation in the Inter-American Conferences which are called 

from time to time in different capitals. Beyond these mandatory 

requirements, a ctive membership in the Organization will mean the 

attendance from time to time at meetings of the Councils and the ir 

subsidiary committ ees and commissions. Delegations will come from 

Jamaica to the General Ass embly . Diplomatic staff from washington 

and specialists from v arious departments of Government will travel to 

one conferenc e or another in different cities of the region. 

(iv) Contribution to the budgets of specialised organizations. 

Of the specialised organizations listed in Part I offuis Paper, the 

expenses of the Women and Children's Organizations only are carried 

in the regular budget of the Secretariat. For the budgets of the 

other organizations member countries must make separate contributions. 

Jamaica is already a contributor to the expenses of the Pan American 

Health Organization, and the question whether and to what extent it is 

necessary to take part in the work of any others, and cons equently to 

bear part of their costs of operation, can be decided later on. 

/PART V 
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PART V 

Government has concluded that Jamaica should immediately 

proceed to ratify the Charter of the Organization of American States; 

and should similarly ratify the Protocol of Buenos Aires which amends 

and strengthens the Charter. Government proposes to be as active a 

member of the Organization as our resources will permit, and I commend 

for the approval of the House the policy that Jamaica should become 

a member of the Organization of American States and should accept and 

carry out the obligations of membership. 

MEA-X69/02 

H. L. SHEARER 
Prime Minister and 

Minister of External Affairs 
July 23, 1969. 
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ANNEX I 

June 6, 1969. 

Excellency, 

On the instructions of the Prime Ministe~ 

and ~ of "EXternQJ.. Affairs of Jamaica, the Honourable 

Hugh Shearer, I have the honour to inform you tha-t ·~· 

desires to become a .memPer ot the Ozaani wUion. .of .lmlerican 

states. 

In accordance with the requirements of the Act 

of washington, the Government of Jamaica hereby declares 

that Jamaica is willing to sign and ratify the Charter of 

the Organization and to accept all the obligations inherent 

in ~p,. especiUJ,y . tho.se ~.el.atin,. to QOJ.J..eeti ve 

security expressly set forth in Articles24 and 25 of the 

Chatter of the Organization. 

I shall be grateful if you will be good enoUGh 

to inform me, in due course# when the ~ ~ ~ .sj.gned 

on behalf of the Government of Jamaica. 

Please accept, Excellency, renewed assurances 

of my highest consideration. 

The Secretary General, 

/s/ Egerton R. Richardson 
Ambassador. 

Organization of American States, 

Pan American Union, 

Washin~ton, D.C. 
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Resolution of the Council of the 
Organization of American States 

dated 25th June, 1969 

ANNEX II 

WHEREAS: Jamaica has requested admission to the Organiza-

tion of American States as a member state by a note dated 

June 6, 1969 addressed by Sir Egerton Ro Richardson, 

Ambassador of Jamaica to the United States, to the Secretary 

General of the Organization, in which he states the willing-

ness of the Government of Jamaica to sign and ratify the 

Charter of the Organization of American States and to accept 

all the obligations inherent in membership, especially those 

relating to collective security expressly set forth in 

Articles 24 and 25 of the said Charter1 

The ACT OF WASHINGTON established the proc~e 

for the admission of new members to the Organization of 

American States1 

IT IS within the competence of the Council of the 

Organization of American States, in accordance with the 

provisions of Paragraph 2 of the operative part of the Act 

of Washington, to authorise the Secretary General to permit 

the applicant state to sign the Charter of the Organization 

of American States and to accept the deposit of the corres

ponding instrument of ratification; 

JAMAICA fulfils all the requirements established 

in the Charter of the Organization of American states and in 

the Act of Washington for becoming a member of the Organiza

tion of American States: 

THE COUNCIL OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES 

RESOLVES: 

TO AUTHORIZE the secretary General to accept the 

signature of the Charter of the Organization of American 

States by the representative of Jamaica and also the deposit 

of the corresponding instrument of ratification. 
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economic and social well being of its peoples. The agreement to colla-

borate towards these ends has been expressed in more than one hundred 

treaties and conventions covering almost every aspect of relations 

amongst sovereign nations. 

They cover subjects as diverse .. as the formation . of codes on 

public and private international law, _the rights of aliens, the protec-

tion of trad~ marks, commercial aViation, literary and artistic c·opy.:.. 

right, :extradition and political asylum, Inter:-Ameri can arbitration, 

the peaceful orientation of public instruction, facili tati~n of inter-

national waterborne transportation, and ·the juridical personality of 

foreign companies. --

This illustrates the range of interests and activities of the 

Organization. Active members .of the OA$ are expected to participate 

in as· many as convenient of these activities. However, it is a matter 

of choice for each member sta-te in- which of these activities it will 

choose to involve itself in depth-. · Attention is dra'm to a few of the 

most important treaties and agreements,_ the texts of · which are annexed 

to the Paper, namely g- · 

The Charter of the Organization in original, 
and as amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires · 

The ··Rio Treaty 

The Pact qf_ Bogota, and 

The Agreement establishing the Inter-American 
Development Bank. 

These are the most immediately relevant to the question of policy which 

is now before the House •. 

(i) The Charter of the Organization 

Our letter . of the 6th of June addressed to the Secretary'-

General expressed our willingness to sign and to ratify the Charter of 

the Organization. - -It is therefo-re relevant to give some account of 

the origins, development and present proYisions of' the· Char~er. 

The Charter is the basic instrument of the Inter-American 

system. It defines the fundamental relationships between the member 

/states 
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states, it identifies the institutions of the system and lays down their 

respective functions. It sets out in outline each broad purpose which 

the system seeks to serve. Other major instruments are normally sub-

sidiary to the Charter~ each elaborating or supplementing particular 

provisions of the Charter. 

The system which led to the founding of the OAS can be traced 

back to the Congress of Panama in 1826~ a conference inspired by the 

famous Latin American Liberator Simon Bolivar. 

Following the Congress of Panama a series of Conferences of 

Plenipotentiaries were held in various Latin American capitals. There 

were four such International American Conferences, the last of which 

founded the Pan American Union (1910), the forerunner of the OAS. 

Drawing lessons from experience of two world wars, the states 

convened the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Continental 

Peace and Security in Rio de Janeiro in 1947 9 and finally a Conference 

for the Reorganization of the American S,ystem. This Conference 

resolved itself into a "Constituent Assembly" and set out to provide 

the nations represented with a proper institutional framework which up 

to then was lacking. The main result of this Conference was the draft 

Charter of the Organization of American States. The document was sub-

mitted to the Pan American Union and on the basis of this provisional 

Charter the OAS entered into being as a functioning body. 

came into force as a binding treaty on 13th December 1951. 

The Charter 

During the 21 years since the Charter of the Organization has 

been in existence two extraordinary Inter-American Conferences have 

been called to consider modifications of the basic document. The first, 

held in December 1964~ produced the Act of Washington which added to 

the Charter procedures for the admission of new states. 

(ii) The Act of Washington. Article 2 of the Charter which deals 

with membership provides very simply that "All American States that 

ratify the present Charter shall be members of the Organization". 

When Jamaica and Trinidad came to Independence in 1962, much controversy 

/was 
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was evoked within the Organization by this bald provision. Some states 

maintained that it was entirely inadequate as a guide to the procedure 

for admitting new members~ and that the Charter in fact did not specify 

bow new members should be brought in. In order to remove this doubt 

the special Inter-American Conference was held in December 1964, to 

consider the conflicting views and to agree on a procedure for the 

entry of new members which could be written into the Charter by protocol 

or otherwise. The result of the Conference was the following resolu-

tion which was formally enti tlGd "The Act of Washington": 

" 

(iii) 

Resolved: 

1. That any independent American state that desires 
to become a member of the Organization should so 
indicate by means of a note addressed to the 
Secretary General in which it declares that it is 
willing to sign and ratify the Charter of the 
Organization of American States and to accept all 
the obligations inherent in the condition of 
membership in the Organization, especially those 
relating to collective security expressly set 
forth in Articles 24 and 25 (now 27 and 28) of 
the Charter of the Organization. 

2. That, once it is informed of the matter by the 
Secretary General, the Council of the Organiza
tion in accordance with Articles 108, 50 and 51 
of the Charter, shall determine by the vote of 
two-thirds of the member states whether it is 
appropriate that the Secretary General be autho
rised to permit the applicant state to sign the 
Charter of the Organization and to accept the 
deposit of the corresponding instrument of rati
fication. 

3. That the Council of the Organization shall not 
take any decision with respect to a request for 
admission on the part of a political entity 
whose territory, in whole or in part, is subject, 
prior to the date of this Resolutioh, to litiga
tion or claim between an extracontinental country 
and one or more member states of the Organiza
tion of American States 9 until the dispute has 
been ended by some peaceful procedure." 

The Protocol of Buenos Aires 

The second extraordinary Inter-American Conference referred 

to above was held in Argentina in 1967 9 and produced the Protocol of 

Buenos Aires which proposes to effect very significant changes in the 

Charter itself. In the language of the preamble to the Protocol; its 

intention is "to forge a new dynamism in the Inter-American system .... 
/modify 
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modify the working structure of the Organization ••••• establish new 

objectives and standards for the promotion of the economic, social 

and cultural development of the people s of the hemisphere ••••• and 

speed up the process of economic integration". In pursuance of these 

objectives the Protocol proposes to establish new organs and to change 

the distribution of powers amongst existing organs, which in effect 

will convert the structure of the organization into a fair copy of 

that of the United Nations. 

According to Article XXVI of the Protocol the Instrument 

"shall enter into force among the ratifying States when two-thirds of 

the States signatory to the Charter have deposited their Instruments 

of Ratification". So, as soon as 16 States have ratified, the 

amended Charter will enter into force for those which have ratified. 

The position is ho,vever that the old Charter will remain in force for 

those which have not. So far 13 States have ratified and 3 or 4 

others are ready to do the same. Since it is clear that the Protocol 

amendments will take effect very soon, to avoid confusion the organs 

and functions described in this Paper are as they will be after the 

Protocol amendments have had effect. 

In the judgment of the Government, the changes in the Charter 

which the Protocol of Buenos Aires seeks to introduce will improve 

the working of the Organization, and the Government proposes that 

Jamaica should adhere to the Protocol as soon as the Charter itself 

has been ratified. 

Changes of Substance. The major change of substance and 

purpose effected by the Protocol is made in the delineation of the 

economic, social and cultural objectives of the Organization. 

Hitherto the economic and social standards were set out in a few short 

articles ( 26-2 9). Now, economic standards will be set out in detail 

in a full chapter, Chapter VII, with fourteen separate articles laying 

down detailed principles to govern the undertakings which members 

will assume and the goals they expect to achieve in order to ensure 

the dynamic and balanced economic development of their peoples. 

/Similarly 
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Similarly social standards are set out in Chapter VIII with two articles. 

Educational, scientific and cultural standards are set out in Chapter IX 

with six articles. 

Withdrawal. Provision is made in Article 148 to enable a 

member State to denounce the Charter and withdraw from membership in the 

Organization. No such provision existed before. 

New Organs and changes in the functions of existing organs 

Articles 52-58 A General Assembly replaces the Inter-American Conference as 

the supreme organ of policy of the OAS. The General Assembly Will 

decide the general action and policy of the Organization and determine 

the structure and functions of its organs. It will assume certain 

other duties hitherto discharged by the Council, such as the approval 

of the Organization's budget and the determination of quotas of member 

states. All member states will be represented in the General Assembly, 

which will meet annually. 

Articles 59-67 Meetings of Consultation of Foreign Ministers will remain 

largely unchanged. This unique institution will continue to function 

as the highest executive organ of the Inter-American system. It meets 

on an ad hoc basis to deal with problems of the highest importance, and 

particularly on occasions of emergency or crisis. It can be summoned 

under an article of the Charter, or under provisions in the Treaty on 

Collective Security. When it meets under the latt8r authority, its 

decisions, legally arrived at, are binding on the signatories to the 

Treaty on Collective Security. 

The Protocol provides for the creation of three Executive 

Councils in place of the former single Council of the Organization. 

There will be a Permanent Council, an Economic and Social Council and 

a Council for Education, Science and Culture. This change is designed 

to give practical effect to the emphasis which is now being placed on 

the economic and social objectives of the Organization. All three 

Councils will be directly responsible to the General Assembly. All 

member states will have the right to be represented on each of the 

Councils, each state having one vote in each Council. 

/The 
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The Permanent Council of the Organiza~, like the 

Security Council of the United Nations, will deal primarily with 

political affairs and matters relating to security. It will watch 

over the maintenance of friendly relations amongst States and assist 

them in the peaceful settlement of their disputes . To this latter 

end an Inter•American Committee on Peaceful Settlement will be 

established as a subsidary organ of the Permanent Council. 

The office of Chairman will be held by each of the repre-

sentatives of member states in turn - the term of office not 

exceeding six months. 

The Economic and Social_Council will be the co - ordinating 

organ for all activities of the OAS in the economic and social 

fields and will have greater authority than hitherto under specific 

mandates incorporated in the Charter. 

The Inter - American Committee for the Alliance for Pro~~ 

(CIAP) will be the permanent executive committee of the Economic 

and Social Council for the time being. 

The Council for Education, Science and Culture does not 

have special provisions detailed in the Charter concerning its 

functions except the duty to establish a permanent executive 

commi ttee . Like the other two Councils it can meet on its own 

initiative and make reoommendations on any matters within its 

authority and can present to the General Assembly studies and pro-

posals, drafts of international instruments and suggestions for the 

holding of special conferences and for the creation, modification 

or elimination of specialized organizations . Within its field of 

competence it can render to member Governments specialized services 

as the Governments may request. 

Articles 113-127 The General Secretariat is the new name of the Pan 

American Union - the central administrative organ of the OAS. 

The Secretary-General and Assistant Se c retary- General 

will be elected for five year terms by the General Assembly (not 

ten as hitherto), may not be elected more than once and may not 

/ be ••• 
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be succeeded by a person of the same nationality. 

Articles 128-129 ~Specialized Conf e rences 

From time to time since the first general conference of 

1889-1890 the American States have found it convenient to hold 

specialized conferences to deal with technical matt e rs not properly 

falling within the broader programmesof the regular periodic con-

ferences. As might be expected from the ir specialized character , 

the delegates attending these conferences are usually specialists 

i n their fields. Under the Protocol of Buenos Aires the power 

to convene Specialized Conferences remains unchanged. 

Articles 130-136 The Specialized Organi~~~ 

Like the United Nations, the OAS has found i t necessary 

for the more effective functioning of the Organization, to estab -

lish several specialized organizations, to each of which is assigned 

specific subj e cts. The following is a list of the specialized 

Organizations:-

(a) The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) 
established by Resolution i n 1901 -2, 

(b) The Inter-Americ an Children ' s Institute 
established in 1927. 

(c) The Inter-American Commission of Women 
(Havana 1928). 

(d) The Pan- American Institute of Geography and 
History (Havana 1928). 

(e) The Inter-American Institute of Agricultural 
Sciences (1944). 

(f) The Inter-American Indian Institute (1940) . 

In addition, the following bodies have a working or 

organic relationship with the OAS: 

(g) The Inter-American Development Bank 

(h) The Inter- American Statistical Institu t e 

( i ) The Inter-Ame rican Defence Board ( which also 
operate s the Inter - American Defence Coll e ge) 

(j) The Special Consultative Committee on Security . 

Membership in the Statistical Institute is automatic. For all 

the rest of these in s titutions a country's me mbership is voluntary. 
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